The Dimension family is a high functioning line with a sleek, minimalist design. The Dimension line provides a host of dry-erase, magnet compatible and tackable products, available in Presentation Board, TableScreen and Mobile format. Design features are distinguished by its vanishing edge, a frameless surface with clean, crisp lines for a simple and modern design. Suitable for every professional environment, Dimension comes in a selection of standard sizes, or may be specified as a custom size. Plus, with Egan’s proprietary dry-erase surface, EVS, experience a durable matte surface that is guaranteed-to-clean, ideal for projection, EganINK and magnet compatible.

**DIMENSION STELE | PRESENTATION BOARD**

Designed specifically for free flow thinking, its clean aesthetic with a “vanishing edge” keeps the mind unencumbered and free from distraction. With a 1” profile Dimension Stele is impactful and complementary to any design or environment. Available in EVS or Tack infill.

**DIMENSION INTEGRAL | PRESENTATION BOARD**

Maintain the clean lines of Dimension Stele with the added functionality of a marker tray that is seamlessly integrated into the board. Dimension Integral features a ¼” groove to hold the whiteboard markers in a fashion that is true to the minimalist design principles of the Dimension line.
DIMENSION 13 | PRESENTATION BOARD

The newest addition to the Dimension design family, Dimension 13 offers a low profile with a sleek 13mm or ½” depth, providing the ultimate modern, clean aesthetic. Available in EVS or Tack infill.

DIMENSION LINXX | PRESENTATION BOARD

Broaden your collaboration surface by linking Dimension Stele or Dimension 13 boards together to create a large, seamless presentation wall. Available in EVS or Tack infill.

DIMENSION STRATUS | PRESENTATION BOARD

The knife-edge design gives Dimension Stratus a clean, modern and minimalist look that will instantly elevate your design. The outside edges of the board are chamfered back towards the wall in a 15-degree angle resulting in the board's floating appearance.

DIMENSION MOBILE | OPEN OFFICE

Take the design and performance aspects of Dimension Stele on-the-go. The addition of a thin aluminum frame ensures stability when writing and moving the Dimension Mobile with added opportunity to specify this product with an EVS and Tackable infill.

DIMENSION TABLESCREENS | OPEN OFFICE

Provide the ultimate privacy without compromising on design. The sleek, modern, frameless design beautifully complements any table and can be secured with 1 of 4 table mount options. Available in EVS or Tack infill.
Create even more powerful and functional pieces by adding EganINK to your next Egan order. EganINK is a high-resolution printing service that enhances your Egan products with visual and communication tools.

**INSPIRE CREATIVITY AND PRODUCTIVITY WITH EGANINK**

Create even more powerful and functional pieces by adding EganINK to your next Egan order. EganINK is a high-resolution printing service that enhances your Egan products with visual and communication tools.

**Egan Versa Surface**

Egan Versa Surface is a professional grade, proprietary surface designed with our customer in mind. It is the only surface in the market to deliver against the three components that make for a superior dry-erase surface.

1. **Flexible Design**: Specify EVS in a wide array of formats and shapes, and can cover a large expanse up to 400ft.
2. **Guaranteed-to-Clean**: Unlike Porcelain, EVS can handle tough environments, and can even remove permanent marker, which is why we provide a 10-year warranty on all EVS products.
3. **Low Gloss**: The soft, white matte surface reduces glare and reflection from ambient light making it ideal for projection.

**EGAN FABRIC PROGRAM**

Egan partners with Maharam and Guilford of Maine, to provide a wide range of fabric patterns and colors. Have your own fabric? Send us a sample and we will work with you to customize your Dimension product.

**CUSTOMIZATION**

We know your space isn’t the same as everyone else’s, and your Dimension boards don’t have to be either. Whether you need to build around existing infrastructure, cover large wall space, or simply implement your own aesthetic, Egan will help you find a solution.